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ST. CATHERWE*S ACADEMY, ST. THOMAS HALL 

HABS No. CA-2354-A 

1520 Grand Avenue, San Rafael, Marin County, CA 94901 

Present Owner: Sisters of St. Dominic, Congregation of ttwMo«t Holy Name 

Present Use:     Offices and Group Housing 

Significance:     St. Tnomae Hail v^ the second1 atonWcantbuMo^ 
Dominic at their San Rafael Convent / Campus. It was buitt in 1912 as a 
Secondary School and Boarding facJRty. At least two later buildings buitt on 
the Campus were patterned after It, and reflect a similarity of design. Many 
generations of young women were educated here, and resided in the 
quarters upstairs. In spite of what now appears to be fairly rudimentary 
sleeping and battling fadfises, the building is recalled with fondness by 
former students who have returned to visit as adults. It was designed by 
prominent Beaux Art-trained San Francisco architect Albert Rests, and is 
typical of his designs for InsMueonal uses, although he is better known for an 
eerier aeries of office and banking bufldlngsbuitin San Francisco at the turn 
of the century. The site is currently a small portion of a larger acreage that 
includes the campus of the Dominican Cottege of San Rafael, which was 
once owned and operated by the Sisters of St. Dominic. The college has 
been controlled by an independent Board since 1971. The area has been 
associated with religious and educational uses since the founding of the 
Dominican Convent of San Rafael in 1 WO. Following the 1990 Are in the 
Motherhouse, St Thomas Ha* has served as home and administrative facJBry 
for the Sisters; new facfteas are now nearing completion, on the site of the 
Mothemouse. These events have combined to render St Thomas Hall, an 
unreinforced masonry buHding, obsolete. Following the move to the new 
center, St. Thomas Hall w«i be demolished. Its significance derives largely 
from its historical role as an parochial educational faculty, but It is also 
acknowledged to have architectural value, for its association with Albert 
Pfeete. It is not a parscufariy well-known structure in the general community, 
because of the semi-cloistered context created by the original site plan, it 
has remained relatively unaltered throughout Ks eighty-plus years, but the 
costs associated with State-mandated structural upgrades, when combined 
with the buJkSng's obsolescence, have brought about the conditions leading 
to its proposed demolition later this year. 

PART I. HISTORICAL INFORMATION 

A. Physical History; 

1. Date of erection: 1912-13 

1 Thsflrat structure was tha>toth*rhouMavi^^ Prior to 
it»dtmol»on It waa recorded fwth«HW«1cAnw^ 
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In 1912, a construction contract was signed with a local San Rafael buttder 
Matthew Brady to build St Thomas HaH. The bufkKng was completed in 
1913. In 1921, Brady was still buttdtng for the Sisters; that was the year he 
completed the nearby AngeHco Hall. 

2. Architect: 

Albert Pissis (1852-1914) was bom in Guymas, Mexico.2 He was the son of 
a Pans-educated physician who became a leading member of San 
Francisco's large and influential French colony. The PiaaJs family came to 
San Frandaco in 1858, and son Albert was admitted to the Ecole das Beaux 
Arts in 1872, at age twenty. Four years later ha completed his architectural 
education with the most distinguished record of any American of his time. 
Following his studies at the Ecole, he traveled extensively in Europe. He 
returned to San Francisco in 1877 with an academic knowledge of the 
fundamentals of construction and design, perhaps more thorough than any 
other contemporary American except for Me Ecole compatriots Richard 
Morris Hunt, H. H. Richardson and Charles McKim, all of whom are among 
the most important names in American architecture of the period. 

In 1889 Pissis designed his Beaux Arts masterpiece, the l-Hbemia Bank, 
which was the first bufldtng in the style, on the West Coast, to receive 
international recognition and acclaim. The result of an international 
competition, the architectural commission was awarded to Pissis, the first 
Caftornian to demonstrate a mastery of the Beaux Arts method. Important 
San Francisco architect VWfis Potic pfodaimed the Hiberrfo Bank "srmply the 
most beautiful building in San Francisco." This building was followed by a 
career studded with a noteworthy succession of commercial and public 
structures that popularized the academic movement throughout the west. 
Pissis remains best known for his fine commercial butidings including the - 
Hibernia, Crocker and Borel Banks, the Flood and  Parrott (Emporium) 

In 1903, Pissis was retained by the Dominican Sisters, for whom he 
completed St Rose Academy in San Francisco. In 1910, near the end of his 
car ear, he prepared some modest fire-escape drawings for the Dominican 
Sisters on the San Rafael Motherhouae.3 This ted to a commission for Pisses 
to design St Thomas Hall. 

3. Original and subsequent owners: 

Throughout its entire history, St. Thomas Hall has had only one owner, the 
Sisters of St. Dominic, who continue to own it today. However, at the time of 
the building's construction, ttwy were an unincorporated entity, and therefore, 
unable to own property under their own name. Consequently, as was the 
case with the Motherhouae, the building was built on property that was 
purchased by Archbishop William Patrick Riordan whose name may be 
found on the original title. 

2 
Biographical information on Pwis from Kiiker and Obmtead 

Dominican Archive 
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4. Bulkier, contractor, suppliers: 

Few records have survived regarding the construction of St Thomas Hall. 
Unlike its Mothemouse predecessor, for whom extensive files and 
documentation have survived, little of the construction correspondence has 
been saved. K is known that the burtdtng's contractor, Matthew Brady 
continued to buid for the Sisters for many years, and butt other buttcKngs on 
the Campus. 

5. Original Plans snd Construction 

BlueHne prints of the original floor plans and exterior elevation from the 
Piseis office have survived in the Convent archives, and the building appears 
to be essentially unchanged since that lime. St. Thomas Had was designed 
as a Secondary School and was physically stratified horizontally in its layout. 
The first level contained classrooms, a large study hall / assembly space and 
laboratories, including a chemistry lab which was housed in a small one-story 
annexattherearofthemajnstructure. The second level contained offices, 
the library, lounge, cess (dormitory space) with 6 foot high wooden partitions 
and bathing feoHse*. The third floor is the most innovative floor; It resembles 
a rectangular doughnut in plan with a Hght wed substituted for the doughnut 
hole. This allows a double loaded corridor on each of the long sides of the 
Disking wan the interior rooms caning Hght and venttatton from the light well. 
Light and ventilation were also provided for the second floor through this light 
well. This innovative layout is not revealed, or even hinted at by the exterior. 
Bathing facilities are at each of the narrow ends of the floor. 

6. Alterations and additions: 

AH of the toflet rooms were upgraded in the 1950s, and much of the electrical 
system, including the lighting has been upgraded over the years. The most 
sjgnMcant alteration was the addition of the 1937 second floor bathing room 
that was built above the original chemistry lab at the back of the building. 
Temporary arrangements to house the convent's administrative offices have 
occurred since the fire in the Mothemouse, but these are relatively 
insignificant. 

B. Historical Context 

The beauty and temperate cNmats of California had first been recognized by 
Fr. Junfparo Sena as early as 1789, when he began his famous walking tour 
of the Weet to evaluate sites and locations for the missions. San Rafael was 
visited by Fr. Serra, snd the site of the Rsncho San Pedro Santa Marguerite 
y Las GalHnas selected and developed by the mission fathers as a 
sanatorium for the Native-American wards of the church. The site of the 
Dominican Convent was a small part of Rancho San Pedro. By 1817, the 
San Rafael Mission was founded and a Catholic presence was firmly 
established. Following almost literally in the footsteps of the Padres, the 
Dominican Sisters established a series of schools and convents in California, 
beginning in Monterey in 1850. 
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Their second school was established in Benfcla In 1854, and after severs! 
years in that location, X was relocated to ffta San Rafael site that It continues 
tooccupytoday. OriginallytenacraaInsize,it was adjacent to theMagnolia 
Tract a wealthy residential subdivision that was developed by pioneer 
shipping merchant end vigilante WRaam Cotaman. Today the Dominican 
area la sHH known as MagnoRa Vaflay. 

The achool waa successful In Rs San Rafael location, and over the years ft 
grew to become an independent four-year cottage, wRh a sizable campus. 
The set acre portion of the tract that is now held by the convent, with its 
circular drive is all that remains to identify thoee early years. 

Part ■■ Architectural Information 

A. General Statement 

1. Architectural character: 

Conceived in a classical Mediterranean style, St. Thomas Hall is a three- 
story, 19 by 146' rectangular block designed to recall a simplified 
Renaissance* paJazzo. The front and rear elevations are the narrowest, and 
the long side elevations feature articulated end bays. The block form is 
surmounted by a red tHe hip roof with projecting eaves featuring regularly- 
spaced modMons. The two lower levels feature banded, round-arched 
window openings with sat-over-aix double hung windows. The top level 
features ftree-oveMhree rectangular double hung windows. A small pavilion 
structure extends beyond the rear of the bulding to house a chemistry lab. 
The front elevation features and elaborately decorated entrance and 
overdoor. An arched opening above granite stops announces the presence 
of a recessed porch. This opening is framed by a pair of engaged, fluted, 
Doric columns Hanked by simple engaged pilasters. This base supports an 
elaborate, articulated entablature, that Is In turn topped by a small sphere 
above each column, and accented by symmetrically placed scrolls. The 
overdoor features a rectangular, double hung window, capped with a curved 
pedfcrtent An oval window at each aide completes the composition. Within 
the porch area is found marble wainscoting and french doors topped by a 

The buiktng is constructed of unreinforced masonry and surfaced in cement 
plaster. Its Kalian roots ware something of a departure for Piasic, who had 
bumscareef on his forrrf«ariryw«^tt>eFrefK* idiom, but similar buttdkigs 
were becoming the norm on California campuses, examples of which 
appeared at this time on the campus of the University of California at 
Berkeley. Ttwchctoe of thte Mediterranean atyte.cd^ 
Second Empire Motherhouse, signaled a cr»rige in direction for the school. 
Later campus buildings, including Morris Bruce's 1921 AngeHco Hall, and 
Arnold Constable's 1930 Guzman Had were bulk in this style, and strongly 
resemble St Thomas. 

2. Condition of fabric: 
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For a buMIng that has passed Its eighty-second year, St. Thomas Hall 
appears to be In •xcettentoondMon. Mnor surface cracks following the 1989 
Lome Prieta earthquake ware deemed superficial, and the building continues 
to be occupied. It has undergone few changes, and although its has had 
some deferred maintenance, It is a aoNd building with simple sturdy detaKs 
that has withstood the aging process well. 

B. Description of Exterior 

1. Overall dimensions 

The front (south) and rear (north) elevations are narrow (79* wide) while the 
side elevations (east and west) are long (146* long). The side elevations are 
relatively unreieved, with articulated end bays (see elevations). It is with the 
front elevation that one begins to discern Pissw' master hand at work. The 
entrance, with its elaborately decorated moldings, columns and oval 
windows, is a standout against the plainer rear and side elevations. It 
features an arched opening accessed by granite stops. Inside, marble 
paneling frames a porch finished in mosaic tile that leads to mahogany 
entrance doors. Few are aware of this formal entrance to St Thomas Hall 
because It faced onto an enclosed quadrangle that formed a cloistered 
environment that was rarely visited by the public. The entrance is further 
obscured by mature landscaping which makes even photography of this 
front elevation difficult. A handsome building, St. Thomas Hall is, 
nonetheless, a background bu&ting, exhibiting few of the masterful and 
visionary qualities that made Pissis' early works important. 

2. Foundations 

The foundations are umeinforced, low-fire masonry, and are not visible from 
the exterior. 

3. Walts 

The exterior walls are butit of unreinforced masonry faced with cement 
plaster. Characteristic features include articulated end bays and a clearly 
defined base, middle and top layer. The middle section has two levels of 
arched windows, reflecting a vertical hierarchy, with the shorter window the 
top level. 

4. Structural system 

Walls: The walls are built of unreinforced masonry with thickness ranging 
from 22 inches at the first floor and 17 inches above. All exterior 
brick received a coating of 3M Inch thick cement plaster. The 
"annex" building received a second floor addition, with stucco-faced 
stud wads built above the existing masonry parapet. 

Roof: Theroofissheathedwith1x6T&G Douglas Fir laid straight with 2 
x 6 inch rafters spaced at 32 inches on center. Roof purlins are 
supported on timber trusses spaced 12'-6" on center. Timber 
trusses bear on top of 17 inch thick exterior brick walls. 
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Ceiling: Catting joteta are 2 x 6 inches, spaced at 32 Inches on center. 
CeftJng joists span between the bottom chord of the roof trusses. 

5. Porches 

The .building has a smaH recessed porch on the front elevation, which is 
described above. 

6. Chimneys 

St. Thomas Had has no chimneys; the building was heated with radiators 
which were supplied from a remote boiler, so no visible vent stacks were 
required. 

7. Openings 

a. Doorways and doors 

The entrance doors are made of solid mahogany construction. 
Other inconspicuous doors appear at the west side where a 
(demotished) connection was made to the original Motherhouse. A 
connector between the main part of the building and the Chemistry 
Room acts as a rear foyer, and access is gained through p«rs of 
trench doors win transoms. The front entranceway is an elaborate 
design and may be seen in large detail in the drawings. Other 
doorways are contained in simple wooden frames. 

b. Windows and shutters 

At the first and second levels, the windows have round-arch tops 
framed by simple moldings. They are set-over-six double hung. 
The third floor has verecaHy-oriented rectangularly shaped windows 
that are three-over-three double hung. 

8. Roof 

a. Roof shape: The bustling is topped by a shallow (35 degree) hip 
roof shape covered with red clay We. The top floor has a central 
Hghtcourt. The roof of the interior of the court is tar and gravel. 

b. Cornice, eaves: The wooden cornice and eaves are characteristic 
of the Mediterranean style, and are vlsuetty supported by a deep 
modittion banding and regularly-spaced wooden modJHions. 

c. Dormers, cupolas, towers: St. Thomas Hall's roof form was 
simple and straight forward with no dormers, cupolas or towers. 

C. Description of Interior 

1. Floor plans 
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a. First Floor: This floor contains classrooms, a large study hall / 
assembly space and laboratories, including a chemistry lab which 
was housed in a small one-story annex at the rear of the main 
structure. Hallways are very wide, and feature oak wainscoting. 
Ffeed transom windows along tfw corridors bring light Into the interior 
of the building at this level. 

b. Second Floor: This floor contains the library, lounge, cells 
(dormitory space with 6 foot high wooden partitions) and bathing 
facilities. Hallwsys are similar to those found on the first floor, but 
are lined with wooden lockers. 

c. Third Floor: By far the most sophisticated floor, this level 
resembles a rectangular doughnut in plan with a light well 
substituted for the doughnut hole. This allows a double loaded 
corridor on each of the long sides of the building allowing the interior 
rooms to gain Hght and ventilation from the light well, light and 
ventilation were also provided for the second floor through this light 
well. This innovative layout is not seen from the exterior. Bathing 
facilities are located at each end of this floor. 

2. Stairways 

The main stairway is located off the entrance foyer at the front (south) end 
of the building. It is unenclosed, and serves each level of the building. It is 
buBt of golden oak with sturdy, carved newel posts, narrow spaced balusters, 
and wainscoting. Minor stairways exist at the opposite end of the building. 
See plan. 

3. Flooring 

Flooring throughout St Thomas Hall is solid oak, over a redwood subfloor, 
except at the Irsttevet, which is finished in porcelain tile. This tile is laid in a 
tradfttonal pattern consisting of large white hexagonal porcelain tile studded 
with a smaller black diamond-shaped square tiles. 

4. Wall and ceiling finish 

All interior partitions are built of piaster over wooden lath. The building 
makes extensive use of oak trim in many locations, including oak miltwork 
baseboards, chair rails and picture rails which trim and protect the piaster 
walls and ceilings. 

5. Openings 

a. Doorways and doors: All doors and doorways are built of oak. The door 
frames themselves have simple mtered comers throughout, and are finished 
with a clear varnish. Some doors have been replaced with fire rated flush 
doors. 

b. Windows: The window framing details matched the door frames. The 
windows themselves are as described above, in the exterior description. 
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6. Decorative features and Wm 

D. Site 

Educational and residential butidkige commissioned by religious orders 
usually reflect a modaat budget, and 8t Thomas Haft is no exception. Tha 
rssu*igintBrtert0^ayanappfOpna1a»yau8»sfeo^a*fy. LitHe money was 
devoted to unusual or expensive hand crafting, although a high quality has 
been achieved w*Nn the frugal budget The orrty decorative features of note 
are those found on Ins front elevation, wrM have been prevkHisly described. 

7. Hardware 

Hardware includes simple bronze door handles, hinges, etc. Since the 
bathrooms were altered in the 1950s, nothing remains of the original 
bathroom accessories. 

8. Mechanical equipment 

a. Heating, air conditioning, ventilation, lighting and plumbing. The building 
is heated in winter by radiators that are supplied from a remote boiler room. 
No air conditioning (cooling) has ever installed, but the building offers the 
opportunity of extensive cross-venlHation, through the numerous window 
openings. "Original incandescent lighting has mostly been replaced by 
incongruous fluorescent fixtures that date from the 1950s. The original 
plumbing system remains, and while It may be considered somewhat 
primitive by today's standards, is serviceable for a community that has taken 
a vow of poverty. 

1. General setting and orientation 

St. Thomas hall set the style but not the orientation for the growth of the 
Dominican collsge. It was tiie first of trireesirnttar building 
site, which formed the core of tiie original school, but the others were buRt 
later, and are oriented on a diagonal road that does not allow the formation 
of a traditional campus quadrangle, in 1971, the College was separated 
legally from the convent, and St Thomas is the only "academic* building that 
remains in under convent ownership, and located on tha Convent grounds. 

2. Historic landscape design 

While the garden front of the original Motherhouse was conceived as a 
foreground to the building, the garden behind the Motherhouse, that was 
dominated by the south facade of St. Thomas Hall has the character of 
privacy and repose. It has changed over the years, but continues to reflect 
Its original character of intimacy, informality and a setting for contemplation 
as it has in each of its varying forms. 

3. Outbuildings 

Seven remaining buHdtngs on the Convent property are proposed for 
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demoHon. Thesa include a utility building, boiler home, carpentry shop, art 
studio, two oarages, a smati buftding used for offices and a gymnasium. 
They vary considerably in size, style and detail, although they share some 
characteristics, Including simple wood-frame structure and siding, gabled 
roc4^unomaroenfexltracak>nalm All seven 
ere secondary in the architectural hierarchy of the sfts. SimHar to the 
background and service buildings of the Dominican College campus, they 
play a limited role in the character and order of the site, serving mostly a 
utittarian function and reinforce the promir)ence of the primary buildings such 
as St Thomas HaN. 

Part el Sources of Information 

A. Early architectural drawings 

The earftest aidant architectural drawings are prints of Pissis* connection from 
his St Thomas Hall to the original Motherhouse. Prints from the archive of 
Pissis' 1912 floor plans and exterior elevations were used as the basis for 
developing the new HABS drawings included in this transmittal. 

B. Early Views 

Although an elaborate and continuous archive exists, which was saved from 
the 1990 fire, few early photographs of St. Thomas Hail exist, partly because 
of the building's position on the cloister. 

C. Interviews 

On May 16,1991, this writer conducted an interview with Dominican archivist 
Sr. Martin, who was bom in 1903 and has served the convent for nearly 75m 

years, to confirm materials prepared in an earlier document entitled: Historic 
Resource Report Dominican Convent, Volume I, St. Catherine's Academy. 
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E. Likely Sources Not Yet Investigated 

None 

F. Supplemental Material 

HABS Transmittal and Drawings: St Catherine's Academy / San Rafael, 
California {Survey No. 2354]. 

Part R/. Project Information 

Cora^csmlensarirtgoomptelloflofanewHo 
Sisters of St Dominic as part of a Master Plan for the 6.63-acre site on the east side 
of Grand Avenue between Locust Street and Acacia Way in San Rafael. The 
awoMOf's parcel number is 15-142-02. The new complex replaces the demolished 
Motherhouse and renders St Thomas Hall and seven ancillary buildings obsolete. 
Following completion of the new complex, St. Thomas HaH and alt existing structures 
on the site except for the Summer House Arbor and the swimming pool will be 
demolished. 
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